Includes:
5 red boards
5 blue boards
Removable handle
Dry erase marker not included

*Note: Can be used with a dry or wet erase marker. When using a wet erase marker, do not saturate the board with water or cleaning solution. This could warp the board.

The versatility of this board provides teachers, of all grade levels, a fun way of learning in their classroom. Use this board for anything; classroom quizzes, classroom/team games, props in plays, quick answers to teacher questions. Board provides immediate feed back to teachers so they know if their students comprehend the lesson.

Fun ways to use the boards in the classroom:
Hold team competitions in the classroom. Split the classroom up into two teams. The first team to correctly write their answer down on their board and hold it up wins! These boards can be used to review any lesson and any subject.
The boards can also be used as True/False boards. Students can hold up the red board for false answers and hold up the blue board for true answers.

The board allows students to provide quick response and immediate answers in the classroom. This allows for whole class interaction as students love to write on the boards.

Students can use the boards in plays for props or recording the daily weather. Have the students use the boards to teach a lesson to the class or another student.

Teachers can use the board to let the class know when to stop what they are doing. This works great when the class is getting too loud and the teacher needs to provide a visual clue to quiet down.

Check out these other Math games from Learning Resources:

LER 0437  Double Duty Magnetic Board
LER 1954  Classroom Review Game Board
LER 2655  Hand Pointers

For a dealer near you, call:
(847) 573-8400 (U.S. & Int'l)
(800) 222-3909 (U.S. & Canada)
+44 (0)1553 762276 (U.K. & Europe)